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EDITOR’s NOTE
Hi there all you wonderful Masters Swimmers.
Well we made it. Its 2014 and what a year this is going to be. There was this rumour going around that
said “Do not drink and swim” So as not to tempt fate I decided not to swim. I trust all the meals and
puddings have settled and you are all back in the pool. Judging by the fantastic turnout and fitness
levels at the Easterns 6hour Endurance, many of you have obviously grabbed 2014 and are running
with it. Well done!
We are in for a year of fantastic couch sports as there are additional fabulous sporting events coming up throughout the year
2014 such as:

The Winter Olympics from the 7th to the 23rd of February. Sochi
The World Cup in Brazil form 12th June to the 13th July.
The Commonwealth Games from the 23rd July until the 4th August. Glasgow.

The WC T20 in Bangladesh from March 16th to April 6th.
Check your TV guide for details of screening of the above and sit back and enjoy.

There is also the 15th World Masters in Montreal
However closer to home there will many of you preparing for our SAMS Masters Championships and also the many upcoming
Open Water swims around the country.
For those of you that are going, Nationals are just around the corner so I have included some motivational clips from some
rather famous swimmers to get you going. For anyone not attending these can also be adopted and used in your daily lives.
"Being your best is not so much about overcoming the barriers other people place in front of you as it is about overcoming the
barriers we place in front of ourselves. It has nothing to do with how many times you win or lose. It has no relation to where
you finish in a race or whether you break world records. But it does have everything to do with having the vision to dream, the
courage to recover from adversity and the determination never to be shifted from your goals."
Kieren Perkins.
"For myself, losing is not coming second. It's getting out of the water knowing you could have done better. For myself, I have
won every race I've been in".
Ian Thorpe.
"There is water in every lane, so it is OK."
Ian Thorpe (on being in Lane 5 for a final).
"I've just been enjoying the training a bit more. I've put too much pressure on myself in the past. Just relax and let it come. I
just went out there to have a bit of fun tonight." Sophie Edington after taking gold at the 2006 Commonwealth Games
100m backstroke in front of a home crowd.
"I told myself there was no way I was going to let this training go to waste. It was my time, and I was ready to go."
Katie Hoff.
Good luck in all that you hope to achieve in 2014. My parting clip for this edition and for the year 2014.

Your selfie message: “If it’s to be, it’s up to me.”
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
Hi fellow masters.

SAMS’ committee takes this opportunity to wish you great masters all the best for 2014 with
fantastic swimming. May 2014 be the year when you all achieve your PBs. Much health and friendship to you all.
Well Christmas has come and gone as well as New Year and all the New Year resolutions to boot! The time has
come to put the shoulder to the grinding stone and to get the Christmas pudding off the waistline as well
as those Quality Street sweets out of the system. Now is the time, like never before, to start to do
some really serious training!
Nationals are just around the corner as well as Midmar and all the regional champs. So get cracking and hit the water
and get your daily dose of chlorine into your system, and some sun on that body of yours. You don’t want to look like
a milk bottle when you line up on the blocks at nationals! Please be careful and use suntan lotion, when out in the
sun as you do burn even in the water.
SAMS’ committee will shortly be able to report back on the situation between SAMS and SSA we hope to have this
sorted out before Bloemfontein nationals.
I understand that Free State Masters are going to put on a fantastic Nationals in March and they have a few surprises
up their sleeve. We thank Danie and his band of merry masters for what they are doing to make these Nationals a
great success.
For those that are going to Bloemfontein please join us for the AGM on Wednesday at the pool. It is always
interesting and often most valuable to get input from all you fellow masters and more importantly as to where
Masters is heading. As the Americans recruited in the 2nd World War, for those old enough to remember, “Uncle
Anton” needs you.

Well, ‘till the next time have a great few months of training and keep safe and injurer free till Nationals and
thereafter.
Anton
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Terry was unfortunately involved in an accident so we wish him a speedy recovery. Get better quickly Terry

Special Feature:
Time to Chill Out: A Do-it-Yourself Guide to Swim Tapering


By Alex Kostich | Active.com

No three words in the endurance athlete’s vocabulary inspire such joy and excitement as the ones above.
Tapering is the icing on the cake after a season of hard training: the gradual easing -up of intensity and distance in one's workouts in
anticipation of a big race. Timing a taper to align with a personal best performance is a difficult and nerve -wracking task, requiring
discipline and a certain amount of restraint (not something endurance athletes are known for!).
A swimmer's taper is different than a runner's or cyclists in that there is a lot more involved than a decrease in distance per workout.
Sprinting, swimming long and easy, pulling with partial or full gear, and delicate changes in daily yardage are all component s of a
successful taper, and even some of the most talented swimmers have trouble with the timing and execution of such a precise plan.
While each swimmer's taper is a deeply personal and unique thing, what follows is a general guideline for a do -it-yourself taper and
what you can do on your own if you don't have a coach to help guide you along.

DECREASING YARDAGE
A taper can last anywhere from one to four weeks. Anything less would be considered a few days’ rest, and anything more would be
pushing your luck in terms of maintaining your peak conditioning. Si nce no two swimmers are alike, there is no fixed way to taper, but a
good place to start is to model your yardage after the 100:75:50 rule.
That is, if a full workout for you is 4,000 yards, then the first week you taper 75 percent of that distance, or 3,0 00 yards. The next week
you taper 50 percent of your full workouts, or 2,000 yards. So the 100:75:50 taper is a two -week taper where you skim down the length
of your swims to half of what you were covering initially.
If you are a sprinter who doesn't train heavy yardage, you may only want to taper a week at 100:75. If you are a distance swimmer who
gets really broken down with long workouts and challenging sets throughout the season, you may want to take a more luxurious taper
of 100:75:66:50, a three-week taper. Remember, this is a personal thing, and each of you may find that your peak -conditioning needs
differ from the swimmer in the next lane. It may take you a few tries at a taper to determine what is best for you.

REST AND RECOVERY
In addition to decreasing yardage, it is important to allow your body a chance to rest and recover from the beating it has taken all
season in the midst of your training. You may begin this process by giving yourself more rest during interval training, and l istening to
your body at each turn. If your muscles are sore, you should not be sprinting or practicing pace sets until you feel fresh and energetic.
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If you feel lethargic a week into your taper, allow yourself a day off completely. Get lots of sleep. Watch what you ea t, since you are
easing up on your training intensity. Under no circumstances should you be in the weight room for the month before your race, even if
you have been on a consistent weightlifting program.
Toward the end of your taper you should be sprinting only a few timed sprints at the end of an easy workout, say 4 x 25 and maybe a
50. Your times for these sprints should be a lot faster than in midseason if you are executing your taper correctly. If they are not, you
need more rest.
As a distance swimmer, you should be doing only 3 to 5 x 100 pace and it should feel easy and sustainable. Take plenty of time to swim
down after these end-of-workout sets, and you may exit the water only when your heart rate is down to normal active rest.
Taper workouts can involve lots of easy swimming, drills, kicking sets to loosen your legs, and pulling sets with buoy and paddles (do
not use a tube as it adds unnecessary weight). Warm-up can be twice as long as your usual warm-up routine, and cool-down should be
twice as long as well.
That may not leave much yardage for anything else, which is why most tapers can seem like little more than a warm -up and a cooldown! The point is to enjoy the opportunity to recover and feel good in the water, and put your hard training behind you in preparation
for your big race.

AN EXAMPLE
Here is a sample taper workout based on someone who normally trains 3,000 to 4,000 yards a day:
800 warm-up
200 kick
400 pull (buoy and paddles)
3x100 pace @ 10 seconds rest (for a distance swimmer)
Or
1x50, 2x25 @ 1:00 rest (for a sprinter)
300 swim down
TOTAL: 2,000 yards
During the last week of your taper, you should not need to take a complete day off because you should start feeling fast and smooth in
the water. If not, swim easy until your muscles are warmed up, and get out. Try again the next day. Sometimes your body isn't used to
all the rest it is getting, and as a result you'll feel restless during your bedtime.
You may also feel awkward in the water, but don't worry; you do not have to feel terrifi c until the day you race!

"REST" ASSURED
Tapering also has a mental advantage: You should take the time to enjoy the benefits of resting on your laurels and relax, fu lly
confident that you have done everything necessary to prepare for your race. The hard w ork is behind you!
Endurance athletes have been known to stress during taper time because their work ethic is such that they cannot allow themselves
the physical break that a taper requires. As a result, they continue training too hard, or they psyche themselves out by fear ing losing
shape with the rest they are taking. Even a month-long taper will not hurt your conditioning if you are an endurance athlete, so rest
assured!
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The awesome venue for the 15th Fina Masters. The pool is on the 2nd island next to the Glass Dome in the
top picture.
Please visit the following web address for all the details such as accommodation. Travelling, sites to visit
etc.

https://finamasters2014.org
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Schedule of events.

Aug-14
Saturday
02

Opening
Ceremony

Sunday
03

Monday
04

Tuesday
05

Wednesday
06

800 Free

200 Back
100 Free
100 Breast
Welcome
night

400 IM
200 Free
50 Fly

50 Free
200 IM
100 Fly
50 Breast

Thursday
07
200
Mixed
Medley
Relay
200
Mixed
Free
Relay
200 Free
Relay
200
Medley
Relay

Friday
08

200 Breast
100 Back
200 Fly

Saturday
09

50 Back
400 Free
Closing
Ceremony

Sunday
10

3k
Swim

Entry Booklets & Procedures
The registration process will be open by January 15th, 2014 at the latest. Please join our Fan Club (use the form at the right side of this
page) to receive the necessary information as it becomes available. The information will also be available on Facebook and Twitter.
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Nationals Update
SAMS Long Course Championships Bloemfontein 2014:
Dates: Pool from Wednesday 12th to Saturday 15th March 2014. The Open Water (at Maselspoort Resort) on Sunday 16th March 2014.
Just look at how the pool is coming on. For those that have entered you are in for a treat. The pool has also been certified.

OK - the theme for the Saturday night function is "Oppie Plaas".
It is being held in an old water reservoir which was built during the Boer War, but was only discovered again in the late 80's. The
venue Oliewenhuis used to be the old Governor General's residence, and is now an art gallery. There are beautiful gardens, and huge
trees which throw much welcome shade in the Free State summer. There is also safe/secure parking at the venue. It is very peaceful
and rustig there - just what we need after a week of competition!
The happy hour we are trying to build on the theme of the train ride which was held 100 years ago when Bloem last hosted Nationals.
Now, instead of a train, we are having the Happy Hour in the School of Armour Museum, where vintage tanks are displayed, and
point their turrets down at those misbehaving. The School of Armour is also going to make a tank of some sort (they did tell us, but I
have no idea what it is) available to us, for those that wish to go for a ride. We can't do the train, but we tried the next best
adventure!!
Free State Masters swimming has DOUBLED in size since last season. I still have a few registrations to get through, but at the
moment 43 swimmers are registered. We had 24 at Nationals PE. Hopefully we may do better as a team this year!
The Open Water swim is at Mazies - please note that apart from the entry fee, there is also a gate entry fee of around R25 per
person. We will be taking part in a Midmar qualifier at Maselspoort this weekend.
Other than that, we all look a bit like frazzled meerkats...............all running around, hoping that all will eventually come together!

The beautiful Venue of Maselspoort
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30th Nationals

It is therefore with huge pride and gratitude that these pages are dedicated to the 2 stalwarts of Masters Swimming in South
Africa. Rosemary Mitchell Clark and Allen Morrison who have the distinction of being, and the only 2 for that matter, at ALL
29 Nationals to date. Both have committed to being at the 30th. We salute you and congratulate you. Your time, effort,
loyality and dedication over the last 30 years will be very hard for anyone to surpass. Rosemary and Allen have sent a note to
commemorate this momentous occasion.

From Rosemary:
30 years of Masters swimming. You might ask, “Wow –how did you keep going for so long”? The love of swimming and the love,
camaraderie and fun of being with other Masters Swimmers is my answer.
Sadly 30 years has gone past so quickly –it is hard to think back to the beginning. As an ex-swimmer and with a family involved in the
technical/admin side of swimming it was inevitable that I would return to swimming when Masters started in Durban way back in 1983.
Memories from those early days are still vivid in my mind.


Our first Natal Masters gala at University of Durban- Westville in a murky pool where a student had drowned a day or two before.



Our first SAMS Nationals in Durban in 1985 in the extremely salty Rachel Finlayson pool.



Nationals in Johannesburg in 1986 at the JCE pool with my daughter standing on the side screaming –“Go mummy”.

One could go on and on. I have so many loving memories of SAMS Nationals, each one special in its own unique way. Somehow over the
years I fitted in the training but that, unfortunately, was never going to be really enough to achieve the goals I set for myself. Funny, this
seemed to happen each season!
My experiences have shown me that Masters swimming is not only about winning and losing. Through the years I have come to realize that
Masters swimming is definitely made up of different elements of FITNESS, Motivation, Determination, Expectations, Perseverance, Goal
setting (and Disappointments when these are not achieved) and more importantly, FUN. Another very important element is the many
FRIENDSHIPS made over the years. Also the wonderful Masters swimming MEMORIES that one has stored in one’s memory bank, which are
added to each year. I share these precious memories with so many wonderful people.
Thank you all for the last 30 years. For Masters, our swimming is now. It is a lifetime activity, so here’s to the next 30 years!!
Rosemary.
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From Allen
It's hard to believe that it's over 30 years since we first started Masters in Natal (now known as KwaZulu- Natal)
Since then, I have been privileged to be able to attend every SAMS Nationals since we launched Masters into South Africa.
Masters has been a very special part of my life. Through all that time I have had the privilege of renewing old friendships and acquaintances
and making a host of new very special friends.
I have been President of both KZN and Western Province Regions and I have also had the pleasure to have worked with many wonderful
people on Committees over the past years.
Right from the first Nationals which was held in the Beach Baths in Durban, I felt the excitement of organising a national event.
I also thought it important to have a sense history from the very beginning, so I donated the best performance trophies for both the Male and
Female Swimmers.
It's hard to single out a particular Nationals for a special mention as every year the organisers seem to add their own special something to
improve the event.
My happiest 'Happy Hour' has to be the last time Freestate held Nationals in Bloemfontein. The train ride with a DJ setting the pace was a
hilarious experience.
The potjiekos was excellent. Not to mention dancing the ‘Macarena’ on a platform in the middle of nowhere.
I also remember our 21st Nationals in Germiston when I was asked to make a 'special occasion' speech at the Awards evening. That was a
proud and emotional moment for me.
My thanks to all the swimmers, both the Champions and the rest of us, as well as those who have organised or officiated and have contributed
to the success of SAMS over the years.
My only hope is that in the future Masters swimming continues to be administered by persons who have the best interests of the swimmers at
heart.
Allen Morrison
London
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News from the Regions
TSHWANE
Tshwane Masters wish you all a very happy, successful, healthy, loving 2014.
Coelacanth Masters have 131 members, Players 10, Alcatraz 4. Tshwane Masters have had a very successful season so far, and
we hope, in the 2014/15 season, to grow even bigger.
NTS Aquatics invited us to participate in their championships held over 5 days in December at Hillcrest Pool. There was an event
for Masters each evening before the gala started. It was scary, standing on the block in front of a packed stand of parents and
swimmers! However It was a great experience and medals were awarded to us. Most importantly a good relationship was
formed between Tshwane Masters and NTS Aquatics. Congratulations to Gary Albertyn for breaking the SA Masters Record for
the 1,500m in a time of 18.18.18, in a special Masters Event.
Congratulations to Cecelia Belgraver on finishing two 25k Open
Water Swims this season at Marina Martinique. What a great
achievement!
Francois and Rita Burger kindly gave us the use of their house for our
Xmas Party December 2013. Thank you to you both. Thank you to Liz
and family for putting up the Xmas Tree and all the lights. It was a
great evening, with lots of laughs.

The 6 Hour Team Event was hosted by Easterns on 11th January at Hillcrest.
Coelacanth had 8 teams
participating, plus 1 visiting team.
Wahoo won the main trophy for
doing the most metres with Craig,
Almero, Gary and Mark coming in a
very close 2nd behind them, missing
out, only by 200m. They started their
50 sprints after 3 hours and continued
with these till cut-off time at 2pm. The
handicap trophy which is for the oldest
team, doing the most metres, went to
Coelacanth, consisting of the twins,
Owen & Joyce and Derek and Sue. The
public were allowed in (for tanning on the lawn) and Riani v.d. Merwe was so
interested, that she came and signed up as a member during the gala.
The Open Water Swims have been very successful this season so watch out Midmar, here we come!
We run the Tshwane Championships over 2 sessions towards the end of February so we invite everyone to join us and get that
much needed race practise in before Bloem. Please check with Joyce at fyfe@lantic.net for the full schedule of events, dates,
times and entry details.
We are also very excited about the upcoming Nationals and we are hoping to have a great team attend the Nationals in
Bloemfontein. Keep swimming! See

you all in Bloem!!
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GAUTENG MASTERS SWIMMING NEWS
WAHOO XMAS Party, 6 hour Endurance and the Skiing Girls.
The annual Wahoo Christmas bash was held at the Wahoo Aquatics centre during December. The get together was also an opportunity to
hand out the 2013 Versistyle certificates. Well done to all who participated:
Andre Steynberg, Owen Sheftz, Francois Grobler, Mark and Heather Phipson, Carol van Heerden, Graeme Parsons, Caren Strydom, Winton
Myers and Corina Andrews.

6 HOUR ENDURANCE CHALLENGE
On Sat 11 Jan Wahoo performed really well at the 6 hour endurance challenge held at Hillcrest pool. They had 5 teams of 4 participating – a
great turnout. The guys’ team (Owen, Andre, Rowan and Jaco) won the overall prize – they completed 26.96km in the 6 hours – missing the
record by 50 seconds. The Phoenix ladies winning team (Ladies section) 6 hour endurance most Meters swum. The girls achieved a whopping
22.300.K
A long, hot day at Hillcrest saw Wahoo overturning a looong run of Coelacanth’s victories. Owen Sheftz and team were in fine form, even
including a few lengths of fly in their 26.95km winning swim – just 50m short of equalling the record. Thanks to Carol van der Walt and her
team from ET Stingrays for organising the event and for providing a tasty post-swim meal. Appreciation also for the medals – reward for a hard
day’s work

Wahoo - the Men Winners

Phoenix - the Lady Winners.
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SAMS “SISTERS” SKI IN SELVA
4 friends Heather Campbell (East Coast), Peta Harrison (Highway), Clare Davie (Phoenix) and Caren Strydom (Wahoo) had a blast in Italy during
December on their skiing holiday. The occasion was Heather’s husbands 60th.

Long Course Gala at Wits Education Campus hosted by Wahoo MSC
The first gala of 2014 was a very quiet quick event – finished in 1hr12mins – this must be a SAM’s record! The new sweeping event was won by
Peter Hutchings – showing great form in the side sweep! The Wits education campus is turning out to be a popular venue since the pool has
been heated – and even the weather played along for this event – No thunderstorm!
Thanks to all the swimmers who attended and time-kept for this gala!
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EASTERNS MASTERS SWIMMING

E T STINGRAYS 6 HOUR RELAY GALA
The event was held on Saturday 11th January, 2014 at Hillcrest Pool, Pretoria. What an awesome day we had. We did not have 20 plus teams
as we had last year. There were 18 teams and 1 ghost team.
There were 9 teams from Pretoria. 7 x Coelacanths teams, 1 x mixed Coelacanths team and Gerhardt Swart team.
5 x teams from Wahoo
3 x teams from Phoenix.
1 x solitary team from Stingrays. Greta Wallace and Sarel, both over 80 - did a few lengths with us to help us out. Gillian left to sort out the
food and we got some young blood in Stacey and Joshua. Oh how nice it is to be young and full of energy. They helped us reach 15.8
kilometres
HOORAH! At long last Owen Sheftz and his Wahoo team mates beat Craig Stanton's "team Almaraig" by the closest of margins
(200m). Wahoo have been trying for years to achieve this. Well done, it was top notch racing. Distance covered by Wahoo was 26.950
kilometres and Coelacanths completed 26.750 kilometres.
3rd was Niki Lee's "Budgie Smugglers", completing 24.3 kilometres.
4th was Phoenix "Dynamic Devas" all ladies team who won the floating trophy for the second year running. Distance 22.300 kilometres.
The Handicap trophy for oldest going the furthest was won by Derek, Joyce, Owen and Sue.
There were some interesting team names. KABELJOU, SPEEDY SLOTHS and the one I found most interesting was THE FOUR F's: Fearless,
Friendship, Fun and Fitness. Masters new motto. Although the race was tiring, it was good fun.
The full results will be posted on SAM’s website.
On the E T Stingrays front - we are plodding along slowly. Need more men to join our Tupperware Team. Need to make our theme song "It's
Raining Men".
Looking forward to Nationals in Bloemfontein.

KZN MASTERS
Welcome to another New Year and wow! - But they are going around so fast! KZN Masters swimmers wish all Masters Swimmers in South
Africa a very happy, healthy and prosperous 2014. May you enjoy your swimming and achieve your goals, but above all have fun doing it with
your friends!
KZN Master’s Swimmers have been very active both in the pool and in Open Water Surf Swims as well as in a number of dam swims in the
different areas of KZN over the past few months. Our galas have been fairly well attended and the atmosphere at all of them has been in the
true Master’s spirit of “Fun, Fitness and Fellowship”. Of course there are the really dedicated few, who do the Surf swim and then attend the
gala on the same day. Not many swimmers in the 70 + age group can boast that they have swum the surf swim and then come straight to the
gala and swum almost all the events (or all the events) available for that day. Well done Adrian Schoeman – keep on swimming!

Adrian, Terry and Ansari at the surf swim. All three came to the gala!
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CHRISTMAS GALA
Our Christmas Gala was held on Sunday 8th December at Northlands Primary School. There was a very good turnout of swimmers and a
wonderful atmosphere. We were able to put 10 relay teams together for the ‘fun relay’ at the end of the gala. Some swimmers had to blow up
balloons, others swim with a mince pies balanced on a plate, while the lucky ones got to eat the mince pie before they swam (soggy as it was).
If your team did not finish with the last swimmer in their Christmas hat that team was disqualified! A lot of laughs and fun was had by all!

Colleen Bailey and Morag Bromfield

Vaughn Seid and Ted Foster

Even the Egyptian geese joined in some of the races as they were not going to be left out!

This gala always takes some careful planning and a big thank you must go to the ladies who made the wonderful salads, to the guys who
brought drinks etc. and to the people who ran the gala and organised the actual braai. What a wonderful spread and turnout we had!

Dante showing the seniors, Gerhard and Peter how it’s done!
UPCOMING GALAS.
15th February: 12.30pm for 1pm KZN Masters Swimming Champs at Crawford College
16th February: 9.00 for 9.30 KZN Masters Swimming Championships at Crawford, La Lucia.
12th – 16th March: SA Masters Swimming Champs in Bloemfontein. Pool and Open water

SEE YOU ALL IN BLOEMFONTEIN!
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Open Water Report
Open Water Swim Report – Ann Gray 15 January 2014

KZN Open Water Championships
These were held on 16th. We had Masters Swimmers from other regions competing in either the 5km or 1000m swim. Owen Sheftz, Tracy
Helps, Angelika Sandri and Guy Harker were among those also present.

Adrian Schoeman, Sue Robinson, Ann Gray, Dawn Rode

Sue Robinson and Jenny Ireland (1st in 61+) , both Highway, Angelika Sandri
Ann Gray, Tracy with little Alexis and Owen Sheftz in front.

Les Hadenham and Gerrit van Rooijen

SOME 3km coming up Swims


10th February: 3km Swim at Midmar Dam

The SSA Open Water Championships will be taking place at Midmar Dam, the day after Midmar Mile.
According to Wayne Riddin, the organiser, at the time that this report was written, there will be a 3km swim on Monday, 10th .e g
Masters, will have a separate start after the main swimmers. For more details contact Wayne on wayner@futurenet.co.za or
www.midmarmile.co.za, where one can enter on line.




22nd February: Sterkfontein Dam 3km and 1500m Swim. www.entrytime.com (SSA sanctioned)
16th March: SAMS Nationals Open water Championships at Maselspoort 3km and 1000m (SAMS sanctioned)
30th March: Heia Safari 3km

Other Swims for the Open Water Enthusiast


Dolphin Mile Swim Series. If you are in Durban for a weekend try one of these Dolphin Mile Swim Series events.

www.dolphinmile.co.za . The event starts at 7am. Prize giving is over by 9am, giving one time to enjoy the rest of the day in Durban or
travel home.




Eastern Cape Ocean Racing Series: Michael 083 2344301
Western Cape First Sunday of the Month: Warren Kilakov 072 6022557
Rhodes Mile High - Extreme Open Water Swim. Venue: Loch Ness, Rhodes (Barkly East), Eastern Cape Highlands

Date: Saturday 01 March 2014 Distances: Mile & Half Mile; fun events. Altitude: 2500m. Water Temp: 12-15 Celsius (approx.)
Website: www.rhodesretreats.co.za/milehighswim
For more details on SA Masters Open Water Swimming, go to the SAMS website: http://www.samastersswimming.com and click on
“Structure” in the left hand panel. Then click on “SAMS Integrated Handbook. 4th Edition. February 2013.” Then click on “Open Water
Swimming/Colours” (Chapter 14).

Some interesting Websites for Open Water swimmers to look at.
• Dailynews.openwaterswimming.com or Open Water Swimming (Facebook)
• www.zwemza.com Click on Open Water Swimming Banner
• www.swimmersguide.co.za Details of Open Water Swim events
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AMAKHOSI MASTERS
President’s Message from Kerry

Skidmore

On the 2nd September 2013, an American 64 year old long distance swimmer, Diana Nyad, became the first person to swim across the Florida
Straits from Cuba without a shark cage - succeeding on her fifth attempt at the feat.
Her face sunburned and lips swollen, with barely enough energy to speak, Nyad waded ashore at key West after a 53 hour swim and delivered
a simple message to onlookers, “We should never ever give up…You are never too old to chase your dreams”.
Considering the Nyad had been trying to complete the estimated 177km journey for the past 35 years and finally completed it on her fifth
attempt (her first attempt was in 1978 at the age of 28), is testimony to her mental and physical strength and this at the age of 64.
My end of year message to Amakhosi Masters Swimmers revolves around this theme of Dian Nyad!
-

Do not give up
You are never too old.
Test your physical and mental threshold.

Considering Nationals is just three months away, this is a good time to get motivated and prove that you still have a strong body and an even
stronger mind to achieve a personal best time in your events. So if a 64 year old can swim 177km in 53 hours, what can you achieve?

The Amakhosi Short Course Gala was held on Saturday 19th October at the Stirling Primary School Swimming pool. We had a great turn-out, with
the Mako Masters Swimmers joining us at the gala. The results are available on the website: http://www.samastersswimming.com/
Amakhosi ranked 6th overall in South Africa, with a total of 369 points.
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Christmas Dinner 2013

EASTERN PROVINCE MASTERS

The start of the Metzi EPA Open Water Series – Round 3 on Sunday the 19th January, 2014.
The following swimmers qualified for SA Colours in their respective age groups, in the 3km swim: Denise Bosman and Elsa Craig.
Marissa Rollnick visited us and won the over 60 Category and also qualified for SA Colours in her age group. Well done Marissa.
Congratulations to the following swimmers who were chosen to represent EP at the Open Water Nationals in Durban during
February, 2014: Aquabear: Tracy Gous and P.J. Duffy Main Sport: Tammy Geyer Bay Eagle Swim Team: Byron Lockett, Rebecca
Newman, Denise Bosman and Erika Scheepers.
We are looking forward to Bloemfontein and wish the Organising Committee all the best for everything that goes with the
organising of such a big event.
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WESTERN PROVINCE MASTERS
Jean Degenaar together with members of Strand Masters Swimming did an evening swim at Blue Rock Dam on Friday 10 January. "We
started the swim at around 7pm which was still light although the half-moon was clearly visible. There were 5 of us "inaugural swimmers" led
by open water swimmer Tim Stiff who has swum many times and often uses it as a training venue. He guided us through the quarry dam by
giving us markers on the edge to swim toward and then when everyone was together we again went for the next beacon. Next time the swim
will be held in darker conditions so Tim will have fluorescent lights set up to act as beacons. The emphasis is on fun and each swimmer also
has to wear a luminous light so that everyone can be accounted for. It was loads of fun and the waters' edge is always close enough if you
feel you've had enough. After the swim we had a lovely dinner at the Blue Rock restaurant which has a European chef and sports a wide
variety of dishes and which caters for vegetarians too." Next swim in a month's time!

Gail McCarney (Cape Town Masters) will be heading for the Midmar Dam on the 2nd Sunday in February - this will be her 40th Midmar
Mile! She has only missed one year in 1990 when she was 7 month's pregnant with Stuart. Her first one was in 1974 when there were only
157 swimmers. Now there are over 20,000! She holds the record for the most swims by a lady. Husband Garry has also done several
crossings. And to make it a family affair, son Stuart has also swum it.

The Cape Town Masters Swimming Club had their 2013 end year function in the form of a picnic at the Silvermine Dam, a beautiful venue
high up in Table Mountain. Kathryn Nurse came up with the idea and on Sunday 8 December 2013, we gathered for our picnic by the dam.
We could not have asked for a better day, the sun was warm and not a breath of wind. The area is incredibly scenic and the water was cool
but refreshing. After a leisurely swim in the dam, we spread our goodies on picnic blankets and feasted in the peaceful tranquillity of nature.
Unfortunately many club members had other commitments on the day, but those who could be there had a great time. It was discussed that
this event might become something of a Cape Town Masters institution. Hopefully the attendance numbers for this lovely picnic will be much
higher at the end of 2014.

So till Nationals, after Nationals and beyond………………….
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